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Make your necktie unique with this guide to eighteen different knots! Every knot comes with step-
by-step instructions and illustrations, as well as a detailed explanation of the knot's history,
function, and role.From well-known staples like the four-in-hand and Windsor knots to elaborate
cocktail party pieces like the trefoil-shaped Trinity knot, this guide has a necktie knot for every
occasion. A must-have for every sharp dresser!

"As Laura Hammond demonstrates, human reality is much more complex, open to questions,
and difficult to penetrate than many believe. In This Place Will Become Home she challenges
common assumptions regarding repatriation and presumed homes and homelands. The self-
reflective stance with which Hammond engages her experience is communicated to the reader.
This approach further deepens the reality and integrity of her work and adds theoretical depth as
well."(Lucia Ann McSpadden, Life and Peace Institute, author of Negotiating Return: Conflict
and Control in the Repatriation of Eritrean Refugees)"Hammond delves into issues of birth and
death, family, food, economy, mutual assistance, and network formation. She uses an
impressive array of sources that include archival material, personal accounts, interviews, aid
reports, and journalists' accounts. Recommended. All academic levels/libraries."(Choice)"Here
at last is a study of refugees, return, place, identity, and home that is empirically rich,
theoretically engaging, and utterly readable―a treat. Laura C. Hammond illuminates 'the quality
of the relation between person, community, and place' with consummate insight, sensitivity, and
elegance."(Nicholas Van Hear, Centre on Migration, Policy and Society (Compas), University of
Oxford)"This Place Will Become Home provides a fascinating insight into the way that refugees
reconstruct their lives and their livelihoods once they are able to return to their own country.
Based on extensive anthropological fieldwork in the Horn of Africa, Laura C. Hammond's book
skillfully portrays the difficulties and multiple dimensions of the reintegration process. It is
essential reading for scholars and humanitarian practitioners alike."(Jeff Crisp, Director, Policy
and Research, Global Commission on International Migration)ReviewThis Place Will Become
Home provides a fascinating insight into the way that refugees reconstruct their lives and their
livelihoods once they are able to return to their own country. Based on extensive anthropological
fieldwork in the Horn of Africa, Laura C. Hammond's book skillfully portrays the difficulties and
multiple dimensions of the reintegration process. It is essential reading for scholars and
humanitarian practitioners alike.-- Jeff Crisp, Director, Policy and Research, Global Commission
on International MigrationAbout the AuthorLaura C. Hammond is Assistant Professor of
International Development and Anthropology at Clark University.Read more
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18 Ways To Tie a NecktieOctober 2013 Early Release Version - Free Gift to Subscribers!
byAntonio Centeno and Geoffrey Cubbageillustrations by Anthony TanCopyright 2013Copyright,
Legal Notice, and DisclaimerThis publication is protected under the US Copyright Act of 1976
and all other applicable international, federal, state, and local laws, and all rights are reserved,
including resale rights: you are not allowed to give or sell this Guide to anyone else.Please note
that much of this publication is based on personal experience and anecdotal evidence. Although
the author and publisher have made every reasonable attempt to achieve complete accuracy in
the content of this Guide, they assume no responsibility for errors or omissions. Use this
information as you see fit, and at your own risk. Your particular situation may not be exactly
suited to the examples listed here. In fact, it's likely that they will not be exactly the same, and
you should adjust your use of the information and recommendations accordingly.Any
trademarks, service marks, product names, or named features are assumed to be the property
of their respective owners, and are used only for reference. There is no implied endorsement of
these terms.Finally, use your head. Nothing in this Guide is intended to replace common sense,
legal, medical, or other professional advice, or personal judgment. It is simply intended to inform
and entertain the reader. So have fun, and learn to dress sharp!Table of ContentsCopyright,
Legal Notice, and DisclaimerIntroduction1. The Four in Hand Knot2. The Half-Windsor Knot3.
The Windsor (Full Windsor) Knot4. The Nicky Knot5. The Bow Tie6. The Kelvin Knot7. The
Oriental Knot (AKA Small Knot; Kent Knot)8. The Pratt Knot (AKA Shelby Knot, Pratt-Shelby
Knot, and Milanese Knot)9. The St. Andrew Knot10. The Balthus Knot11. The Hanover Knot12.
The Plattsburgh Knot13. The Grantchester Knot14. The Victoria Knot15. The Cafe Knot16.
Eldredge Knot17. Trinity Knot18. The Christensen KnotBonus: FREE Poster Size Image of All
The Necktie Knots!IntroductionBefore you open your mouth, others make a snap decision about
you. Too many men fail to understand that how they look is how they are perceived by others;
and how we are perceived by others can have a huge effect on how successful we are at work,
at home, and in life. Dressing smart doesn’t make you intelligent, but it does give you the benefit
of people assuming you are. In this guide I share with you 18 necktie knots. Why 18? Well, I find
that most of us are just using one. And sure it works, but why not have fun and try something
new? Style – and life for that matter – is about discovery and being true to who we are.So let’s
discover which tie knot you REALLY like – you just might be surprised!Sincerely,Antonio
CentenoFounder, Real Men Real Style1. The Four in Hand KnotSize: SmallSymmetry:
NoDifficulty: EasyFormality: Business appropriateRecommended Collars: Point collars, button-
down collarsThe four-in-hand is probably the most widely known of all necktie knots.If your dad
ever taught you how to tie your necktie (and he only taught you one method), this was probably
it.Prized for its convenience, the knot gets its name from horse grooms, who could tie it in both
their reins and their scarves one-handed -- hence, "four-in-hand," or tied while holding a team of
four horses in one hand. It does still see use in equestrian circles as a convenient tie-off, as well



as on business neckties.While convenient, the knot is not all that aesthetically pleasing. The
finished product is small and slightly asymmetrical, making it easy for the whole thing to be
tugged up into an uneven little lump beneath the wearer's chin.Use a broad tie with lots of body
to give the four-in-hand some needed heft, and pair it with a relatively narrow collar spread. Tall
men may find it useful, as it uses very little length up, but men who have some tie length to spare
are generally better served with a slightly heftier knot like the half-Windsor.Step 1Loop the tie
around your collar with the thick end on the left. The thick end should hang three or four inches
lower than the thin end.Step 2Cross the thick end in front of the thin end, making an X-shape
below your chin.Step 3Wrap the thick end around behind the thin end and cross horizontally
from right to left.You should finish this step with the thick end pointed to your left, seam facing
outward.Step 4Bring the thick end horizontally across the front of the knot from right to left. This
creates a straight horizontal band across the front -- slip a finger beneath the band, as you'll be
tucking an end through it in the next step.Turn the tip of the thick end upward and in, sliding it
beneath the loop around your neck to emerge point-upward, with the seam facing out.Step
5Turn the tip of the thick end point-downward and feed it through the loop you've held open with
your finger.The tip should emerge pointing straight down, with the thick end atop the thin
end.Step 6Pull the thick end all the way through the loop and snug the knot down tightly.At this
point the thick end should be lying flat atop the thin end, with both pointed straight down the
center of your body.Step 7Tighten the knot by holding it gently in one hand and tugging on the
thin end with the other.Properly done, the thin end should be just a few inches shorter than the
thick end, so that you can slip it through the loop or tag on the back of the necktie. The tip of the
thick end should stop right around your belt buckle, without leaving any shirtfront or buttons
bare.2. The Half-Windsor KnotSize: MediumSymmetry: YesDifficulty: EasyFormality: Business
appropriateRecommended Collars: Point collars, spread collars, button-downsAs the name
would imply, the "half Windsor" knot is a shortened variation of the Windsor knot. Like the
Windsor, it is a symmetrical knot, but it does not have the convenient self-releasing structure of
the full Windsor (wherein the entire knot can be undone by simply pulling the narrow end of the
tie up and out).As with the full version, the half Windsor takes its name from the Duke of
Windsor, who frequently sported a very large, thick knot in his necktie -- although, in his case, it
was usually produced by a four-in-hand knot tied in an unusually thick tie. The knots that
borrowed his name were used to emulate the effect by men with more ordinary-thickness
ties.The half Windsor is a reliable staple of savvy business dressers. It provides a more regular-
looking knot than the four-in-hand, but does not require an overly long tie like the full Windsor.If
you're only going to learn one necktie knot, the half Windsor is a good one to know. It may
occasionally make too bulky of a knot if your tie is very thick, but it performs well with most off-
the-rack neckties, so long as they weren't too short or too long to begin with.In short: if you don't
already have a preferred knot, make this your default. You can always pick up more later if you
want something flashier.Step 1Drape the necktie around your collar with the thick end on your
left and the thin end on your right. The thick end should hang three to four inches lower than its



desired finished position.Step 2Cross the thick end in front of the thin end from left to right,
creating an X-shape below your chin.Step 3Loop the thick end around behind the thin end,
crossing back behind the X-shape from right to left.At this point the thick end should be pointing
to your left, with the seam facing outward.Step 4Flip the thick end up over the loop around your
collar and bring it out behind the knot, emerging to the right of the narrow end.At this point the
thick end should be pointing to your right, still with the seam facing outward.Step 5Bring the
thick end horizontally across the front of the knot from right to left. Tuck a finger underneath the
horizontal band this creates -- you'll be slipping the tie through it in another couple steps.You
should finish this step with the tip of the thick end pointing to your left, with the seam facing
inward.Step 6Bring the thick end of the tie up underneath the loop around your collar, behind the
knot.Pulled through, you should finish with the thick end of the tie pointing upward, seam facing
outward.Step 7Tuck the thick end downward over the top of the knot and through the horizontal
crossing you made in Step 5.At this point the thick end should be pointed straight downward,
lying on top of the thin end and held in place by a single horizontal loop.Step 8Pull the thick end
all the way through the loop and snug the knot down. Adjust the knot as needed by gripping it
with one hand and pulling on the thin end with the other.You may need to adjust the horizontal
loop with your fingers to make sure it's flat and even. If it slants one way or the other, the knot will
appear crooked.The half Windsor is a simple knot that can be worn just about anywhere. It's
hard to think of a time when it wouldn't be appropriate, except when the tie itself isn't suited to
the knot -- either because the tie is too thick, resulting in a bulky knot, or because the tie is too
long or too short to end up where you want it with a half Windsor.3. The Windsor (Full Windsor)
KnotSize: LargeSymmetry: YesDifficulty: MediumFormality: Business appropriateRecommended
Collars: Spread and cutaway collarsThe full Windsor knot is the stately father-figure of tie knots,
and the base from which many more modern variants evolved.18 Ways To Tie a NecktieOctober
2013 Early Release Version - Free Gift to Subscribers!byAntonio Centeno and Geoffrey
Cubbageillustrations by Anthony TanCopyright 201318 Ways To Tie a Necktie18 Ways To Tie a
NecktieOctober 2013 Early Release Version - Free Gift to Subscribers!byAntonio Centeno and
Geoffrey Cubbageillustrations by Anthony TanCopyright 2013Copyright, Legal Notice, and
DisclaimerThis publication is protected under the US Copyright Act of 1976 and all other
applicable international, federal, state, and local laws, and all rights are reserved, including
resale rights: you are not allowed to give or sell this Guide to anyone else.Please note that much
of this publication is based on personal experience and anecdotal evidence. Although the author
and publisher have made every reasonable attempt to achieve complete accuracy in the content
of this Guide, they assume no responsibility for errors or omissions. Use this information as you
see fit, and at your own risk. Your particular situation may not be exactly suited to the examples
listed here. In fact, it's likely that they will not be exactly the same, and you should adjust your
use of the information and recommendations accordingly.Any trademarks, service marks,
product names, or named features are assumed to be the property of their respective owners,
and are used only for reference. There is no implied endorsement of these terms.Finally, use



your head. Nothing in this Guide is intended to replace common sense, legal, medical, or other
professional advice, or personal judgment. It is simply intended to inform and entertain the
reader. So have fun, and learn to dress sharp!Copyright, Legal Notice, and DisclaimerThis
publication is protected under the US Copyright Act of 1976 and all other applicable
international, federal, state, and local laws, and all rights are reserved, including resale rights:
you are not allowed to give or sell this Guide to anyone else.Please note that much of this
publication is based on personal experience and anecdotal evidence. Although the author and
publisher have made every reasonable attempt to achieve complete accuracy in the content of
this Guide, they assume no responsibility for errors or omissions. Use this information as you
see fit, and at your own risk. Your particular situation may not be exactly suited to the examples
listed here. In fact, it's likely that they will not be exactly the same, and you should adjust your
use of the information and recommendations accordingly.Any trademarks, service marks,
product names, or named features are assumed to be the property of their respective owners,
and are used only for reference. There is no implied endorsement of these terms.Finally, use
your head. Nothing in this Guide is intended to replace common sense, legal, medical, or other
professional advice, or personal judgment. It is simply intended to inform and entertain the
reader. So have fun, and learn to dress sharp!Table of ContentsCopyright, Legal Notice, and
DisclaimerIntroduction1. The Four in Hand Knot2. The Half-Windsor Knot3. The Windsor (Full
Windsor) Knot4. The Nicky Knot5. The Bow Tie6. The Kelvin Knot7. The Oriental Knot (AKA
Small Knot; Kent Knot)8. The Pratt Knot (AKA Shelby Knot, Pratt-Shelby Knot, and Milanese
Knot)9. The St. Andrew Knot10. The Balthus Knot11. The Hanover Knot12. The Plattsburgh
Knot13. The Grantchester Knot14. The Victoria Knot15. The Cafe Knot16. Eldredge Knot17.
Trinity Knot18. The Christensen KnotBonus: FREE Poster Size Image of All The Necktie Knots!
Table of ContentsCopyright, Legal Notice, and DisclaimerIntroduction1. The Four in Hand Knot2.
The Half-Windsor Knot3. The Windsor (Full Windsor) Knot4. The Nicky Knot5. The Bow Tie6.
The Kelvin Knot7. The Oriental Knot (AKA Small Knot; Kent Knot)8. The Pratt Knot (AKA Shelby
Knot, Pratt-Shelby Knot, and Milanese Knot)9. The St. Andrew Knot10. The Balthus Knot11. The
Hanover Knot12. The Plattsburgh Knot13. The Grantchester Knot14. The Victoria Knot15. The
Cafe Knot16. Eldredge Knot17. Trinity Knot18. The Christensen KnotBonus: FREE Poster Size
Image of All The Necktie Knots!IntroductionBefore you open your mouth, others make a snap
decision about you. Too many men fail to understand that how they look is how they are
perceived by others; and how we are perceived by others can have a huge effect on how
successful we are at work, at home, and in life. Dressing smart doesn’t make you intelligent, but
it does give you the benefit of people assuming you are. In this guide I share with you 18 necktie
knots. Why 18? Well, I find that most of us are just using one. And sure it works, but why not
have fun and try something new? Style – and life for that matter – is about discovery and being
true to who we are.So let’s discover which tie knot you REALLY like – you just might be surprised!
Sincerely,Antonio CentenoFounder, Real Men Real StyleIntroductionBefore you open your
mouth, others make a snap decision about you. Too many men fail to understand that how they



look is how they are perceived by others; and how we are perceived by others can have a huge
effect on how successful we are at work, at home, and in life. Dressing smart doesn’t make you
intelligent, but it does give you the benefit of people assuming you are. In this guide I share with
you 18 necktie knots. Why 18? Well, I find that most of us are just using one. And sure it works,
but why not have fun and try something new? Style – and life for that matter – is about
discovery and being true to who we are.So let’s discover which tie knot you REALLY like – you
just might be surprised!Sincerely,Antonio CentenoFounder, Real Men Real Style1. The Four in
Hand KnotSize: SmallSymmetry: NoDifficulty: EasyFormality: Business
appropriateRecommended Collars: Point collars, button-down collarsThe four-in-hand is
probably the most widely known of all necktie knots.If your dad ever taught you how to tie your
necktie (and he only taught you one method), this was probably it.Prized for its convenience, the
knot gets its name from horse grooms, who could tie it in both their reins and their scarves one-
handed -- hence, "four-in-hand," or tied while holding a team of four horses in one hand. It does
still see use in equestrian circles as a convenient tie-off, as well as on business neckties.While
convenient, the knot is not all that aesthetically pleasing. The finished product is small and
slightly asymmetrical, making it easy for the whole thing to be tugged up into an uneven little
lump beneath the wearer's chin.Use a broad tie with lots of body to give the four-in-hand some
needed heft, and pair it with a relatively narrow collar spread. Tall men may find it useful, as it
uses very little length up, but men who have some tie length to spare are generally better served
with a slightly heftier knot like the half-Windsor.1. The Four in Hand KnotSize: SmallSymmetry:
NoDifficulty: EasyFormality: Business appropriateRecommended Collars: Point collars, button-
down collarsThe four-in-hand is probably the most widely known of all necktie knots.If your dad
ever taught you how to tie your necktie (and he only taught you one method), this was probably
it.Prized for its convenience, the knot gets its name from horse grooms, who could tie it in both
their reins and their scarves one-handed -- hence, "four-in-hand," or tied while holding a team of
four horses in one hand. It does still see use in equestrian circles as a convenient tie-off, as well
as on business neckties.While convenient, the knot is not all that aesthetically pleasing. The
finished product is small and slightly asymmetrical, making it easy for the whole thing to be
tugged up into an uneven little lump beneath the wearer's chin.Use a broad tie with lots of body
to give the four-in-hand some needed heft, and pair it with a relatively narrow collar spread. Tall
men may find it useful, as it uses very little length up, but men who have some tie length to spare
are generally better served with a slightly heftier knot like the half-Windsor.Step 1Loop the tie
around your collar with the thick end on the left. The thick end should hang three or four inches
lower than the thin end.Step 1Loop the tie around your collar with the thick end on the left. The
thick end should hang three or four inches lower than the thin end.Step 2Cross the thick end in
front of the thin end, making an X-shape below your chin.Step 2Cross the thick end in front of
the thin end, making an X-shape below your chin.Step 3Wrap the thick end around behind the
thin end and cross horizontally from right to left.You should finish this step with the thick end
pointed to your left, seam facing outward.Step 3Wrap the thick end around behind the thin end



and cross horizontally from right to left.You should finish this step with the thick end pointed to
your left, seam facing outward.Step 4Bring the thick end horizontally across the front of the knot
from right to left. This creates a straight horizontal band across the front -- slip a finger beneath
the band, as you'll be tucking an end through it in the next step.Turn the tip of the thick end
upward and in, sliding it beneath the loop around your neck to emerge point-upward, with the
seam facing out.Step 4Bring the thick end horizontally across the front of the knot from right to
left. This creates a straight horizontal band across the front -- slip a finger beneath the band, as
you'll be tucking an end through it in the next step.Turn the tip of the thick end upward and in,
sliding it beneath the loop around your neck to emerge point-upward, with the seam facing
out.Step 5Turn the tip of the thick end point-downward and feed it through the loop you've held
open with your finger.The tip should emerge pointing straight down, with the thick end atop the
thin end.Step 5Turn the tip of the thick end point-downward and feed it through the loop you've
held open with your finger.The tip should emerge pointing straight down, with the thick end atop
the thin end.Step 6Pull the thick end all the way through the loop and snug the knot down
tightly.At this point the thick end should be lying flat atop the thin end, with both pointed straight
down the center of your body.Step 6Pull the thick end all the way through the loop and snug the
knot down tightly.At this point the thick end should be lying flat atop the thin end, with both
pointed straight down the center of your body.Step 7Tighten the knot by holding it gently in one
hand and tugging on the thin end with the other.Properly done, the thin end should be just a few
inches shorter than the thick end, so that you can slip it through the loop or tag on the back of
the necktie. The tip of the thick end should stop right around your belt buckle, without leaving
any shirtfront or buttons bare.Step 7Tighten the knot by holding it gently in one hand and tugging
on the thin end with the other.Properly done, the thin end should be just a few inches shorter
than the thick end, so that you can slip it through the loop or tag on the back of the necktie. The
tip of the thick end should stop right around your belt buckle, without leaving any shirtfront or
buttons bare.2. The Half-Windsor KnotSize: MediumSymmetry: YesDifficulty: EasyFormality:
Business appropriateRecommended Collars: Point collars, spread collars, button-downsAs the
name would imply, the "half Windsor" knot is a shortened variation of the Windsor knot. Like the
Windsor, it is a symmetrical knot, but it does not have the convenient self-releasing structure of
the full Windsor (wherein the entire knot can be undone by simply pulling the narrow end of the
tie up and out).As with the full version, the half Windsor takes its name from the Duke of
Windsor, who frequently sported a very large, thick knot in his necktie -- although, in his case, it
was usually produced by a four-in-hand knot tied in an unusually thick tie. The knots that
borrowed his name were used to emulate the effect by men with more ordinary-thickness
ties.The half Windsor is a reliable staple of savvy business dressers. It provides a more regular-
looking knot than the four-in-hand, but does not require an overly long tie like the full Windsor.If
you're only going to learn one necktie knot, the half Windsor is a good one to know. It may
occasionally make too bulky of a knot if your tie is very thick, but it performs well with most off-
the-rack neckties, so long as they weren't too short or too long to begin with.In short: if you don't



already have a preferred knot, make this your default. You can always pick up more later if you
want something flashier.2. The Half-Windsor KnotSize: MediumSymmetry: YesDifficulty:
EasyFormality: Business appropriateRecommended Collars: Point collars, spread collars,
button-downsAs the name would imply, the "half Windsor" knot is a shortened variation of the
Windsor knot. Like the Windsor, it is a symmetrical knot, but it does not have the convenient self-
releasing structure of the full Windsor (wherein the entire knot can be undone by simply pulling
the narrow end of the tie up and out).As with the full version, the half Windsor takes its name
from the Duke of Windsor, who frequently sported a very large, thick knot in his necktie --
although, in his case, it was usually produced by a four-in-hand knot tied in an unusually thick tie.
The knots that borrowed his name were used to emulate the effect by men with more ordinary-
thickness ties.The half Windsor is a reliable staple of savvy business dressers. It provides a
more regular-looking knot than the four-in-hand, but does not require an overly long tie like the
full Windsor.If you're only going to learn one necktie knot, the half Windsor is a good one to
know. It may occasionally make too bulky of a knot if your tie is very thick, but it performs well
with most off-the-rack neckties, so long as they weren't too short or too long to begin with.In
short: if you don't already have a preferred knot, make this your default. You can always pick up
more later if you want something flashier.Step 1Drape the necktie around your collar with the
thick end on your left and the thin end on your right. The thick end should hang three to four
inches lower than its desired finished position.Step 1Drape the necktie around your collar with
the thick end on your left and the thin end on your right. The thick end should hang three to four
inches lower than its desired finished position.Step 2Cross the thick end in front of the thin end
from left to right, creating an X-shape below your chin.Step 2Cross the thick end in front of the
thin end from left to right, creating an X-shape below your chin.Step 3Loop the thick end around
behind the thin end, crossing back behind the X-shape from right to left.At this point the thick
end should be pointing to your left, with the seam facing outward.Step 3Loop the thick end
around behind the thin end, crossing back behind the X-shape from right to left.At this point the
thick end should be pointing to your left, with the seam facing outward.Step 4Flip the thick end
up over the loop around your collar and bring it out behind the knot, emerging to the right of the
narrow end.At this point the thick end should be pointing to your right, still with the seam facing
outward.Step 4Flip the thick end up over the loop around your collar and bring it out behind the
knot, emerging to the right of the narrow end.At this point the thick end should be pointing to
your right, still with the seam facing outward.Step 5Bring the thick end horizontally across the
front of the knot from right to left. Tuck a finger underneath the horizontal band this creates --
you'll be slipping the tie through it in another couple steps.You should finish this step with the tip
of the thick end pointing to your left, with the seam facing inward.Step 5Bring the thick end
horizontally across the front of the knot from right to left. Tuck a finger underneath the horizontal
band this creates -- you'll be slipping the tie through it in another couple steps.You should finish
this step with the tip of the thick end pointing to your left, with the seam facing inward.Step
6Bring the thick end of the tie up underneath the loop around your collar, behind the knot.Pulled



through, you should finish with the thick end of the tie pointing upward, seam facing
outward.Step 6Bring the thick end of the tie up underneath the loop around your collar, behind
the knot.Pulled through, you should finish with the thick end of the tie pointing upward, seam
facing outward.Step 7Tuck the thick end downward over the top of the knot and through the
horizontal crossing you made in Step 5.At this point the thick end should be pointed straight
downward, lying on top of the thin end and held in place by a single horizontal loop.Step 7Tuck
the thick end downward over the top of the knot and through the horizontal crossing you made in
Step 5.At this point the thick end should be pointed straight downward, lying on top of the thin
end and held in place by a single horizontal loop.Step 8Pull the thick end all the way through the
loop and snug the knot down. Adjust the knot as needed by gripping it with one hand and pulling
on the thin end with the other.You may need to adjust the horizontal loop with your fingers to
make sure it's flat and even. If it slants one way or the other, the knot will appear crooked.The
half Windsor is a simple knot that can be worn just about anywhere. It's hard to think of a time
when it wouldn't be appropriate, except when the tie itself isn't suited to the knot -- either
because the tie is too thick, resulting in a bulky knot, or because the tie is too long or too short to
end up where you want it with a half Windsor.Step 8Pull the thick end all the way through the
loop and snug the knot down. Adjust the knot as needed by gripping it with one hand and pulling
on the thin end with the other.You may need to adjust the horizontal loop with your fingers to
make sure it's flat and even. If it slants one way or the other, the knot will appear crooked.The
half Windsor is a simple knot that can be worn just about anywhere. It's hard to think of a time
when it wouldn't be appropriate, except when the tie itself isn't suited to the knot -- either
because the tie is too thick, resulting in a bulky knot, or because the tie is too long or too short to
end up where you want it with a half Windsor.3. The Windsor (Full Windsor) KnotSize:
LargeSymmetry: YesDifficulty: MediumFormality: Business appropriateRecommended Collars:
Spread and cutaway collarsThe full Windsor knot is the stately father-figure of tie knots, and the
base from which many more modern variants evolved.3. The Windsor (Full Windsor) KnotSize:
LargeSymmetry: YesDifficulty: MediumFormality: Business appropriateRecommended Collars:
Spread and cutaway collarsThe full Windsor knot is the stately father-figure of tie knots, and the
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Bibbidy Boo, “OUTSTANDING DESCRIPTIONS. For someone who wore a tie with pride for over
20 years of working etc, this is FUN! A LOT of people do not understand the pride of wearing
the RIGHT tie, tied in the RIGHT way to complete your look. This is EASY to follow and give the
appropriate size, collar style and event recommendations to the necktie wearer. Fantastic!!!”

Dogahn, “Works fine online, no kindle.. Just wanted folks to know that what the 2 star guy said
just doesn't hold true. If you got to Your Account and choose Manage Kindle it takes you to a list
of books you've acquired for your kindle (which I don't have). From there you can read it online.
If you have an android device (which I do, might matter) this also lists all the applications i've
gotten via the amazon app. Seems like I can access all this from my HTC but I haven't verified
that. So there ya go.As for the actual book, nice quick reference images followed by individual
steps with explanations. Gave me some options for changing up my knot to better match my
collars as nearly every one of my shirts is from a different designer. Also being knot educated
does have a certain gentlemanly knowledge level.”

John, “Everything you need to know about tying a tie. I discovered Antonio Centeno originally
through his website, Real Men Real Style. This is his third book focused on a particular area of
men's style which hasn't been addressed by another other previous books.I had no idea there
were so many ways to tie a necktie. Now that I do, I can't believe how boring I was with my
neckties. I always tied them the same way. I am a lawyer so I wear a lot of ties and using just one
knot is like wearing the same suit every day. It's very boring.Now, I vary up my knots and use
different approaches depending on the context. It's a great ebook!”

D. A. Escamilla, “Quick and easy to read / follow guide. Quick and easy to read guide to tie a
necktie, which shows step by step how to tie the various knots.”

Will Freemont, “Most comprehensive necktie book I've found. Antonio at Real Men Real Style
has done it again! Before this book, I had three neckties in my rotation - and I didn't even know
how to use them. Antonio goes WAY beyond simple instructions and details the history and
purpose of each knot. This ebook is pure gold!On another note, Kindle Apps for PC, Android,
and Cloud will meet your reading needs if you don't have a physical Kindle eReader.”

Bronz_Mdl, “Not a bad primer on Ties. Not a bad primer on ties, aimed at the novice, or young
men.Nothing really new in this, but is well written, and easy to follow.I was able to get it for free,
so you cant beat that.”

John Komendat, “Love this. Great knots well worth using this time and time again for all
occasions and because ties are made of different materials yo can always find a knot that will



work for you.”

CJ, “Helpful and Interesting. Very thought out and well presented information. This is a great
reference to help you add in some subtle character to your dressing. It is obvious that there was
a lot of effort that went in to designing this, and it is nicely done. A great addition to Antonio's
library of professional and helpful content.”

R. S. Mathews, “At last!. I have been searching for years for a book on different knots. It seems to
be a lost art, and no one could help me. I have googled it many times over the years without
success. And then one day, recently, I found this little masterpiece. It has everything I wanted,
and I am really pleased.”

P. J. Smith, “Almost five but needed a basic terminology section. Straight forward, clear
instructions.The book is an ideal Kindle purchase.I would have awarded five stars but I feel that
a section on tie terminology would have helped.Tying a tie has a number of common features
regardless of the actual knot, such as the gap (between neck and knot).”

Cymro, “18 ways to tie a necktie.. Brilliant book, did not realize how may ways there were to tie a
necktie.Can now tie a dickey. Good show.”

David Wheeler, “Change the same-old.... Not all these are easy but they're fun to try.”

Far Far Away, “Wonderful, the book everyone should have!. If you love trying out new things, this
is the book for you. It shows you some exciting ways to tie a necktie for any occasion, and the
detailed step-by-step graphics make it easy to try this at home!”

The book by Antonio Centeno has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 54 people have provided feedback.
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